GOING GLOBAL?

Where in the World Do People Speak...???

SPANISH

ITALIAN

PORTUGUESE

FRENCH

The Department of Romance Languages & Literatures Cordially Invites You to

• RLL Hors d’oeuvres Open House - Tuesday 10/25, 4-6
• Q & A Lunch with Faculty - Thursday 10/27, 12-2
• Q & A Lunch with Faculty - Wednesday 11/2, 12-2
• Sundaes with Concentrators - Thursday 11/3, 7-8:30

-ALL EVENTS IN RLL LOUNGE – 4TH FLOOR OF BOYLSTON HALL-

DISCOVER YOUR CONCENTRATION!

Almodóvar Bâ Boccaccio Borges Cabrera Infante Calvino Camus Cervantes Colette Condé Dante Danticat Descartes Diderot Eco Eschenoz García Márquez Glissant

Cultural Analysis – Theater Production – Diaspora – Translation Studies
Cartography – Francophonie – Urbanism – Ecocriticism
Latin American Studies – Film Studies
Gender – Medieval Studies – Design – Literary Criticism

Gutiérrez Alea Lispector Llorca Machado de Assis Marie de France Molière Morante Pessoa Pirandello Proust Racine Rousseau Truffaut Voltaire Zola

WHERE WILL RLL TAKE YOU?